NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS AND BARRIER SHAPE ARE TYPICAL, BUT CAN VARY TO
   MEET OWNER SPECIFICATIONS
2. BARRIER SHOWN IS FOR USE WITH ASPHALT PAVEMENT. CONTACT RECo
   FOR A SEPARATE DETAIL FOR USE WITH CONCRETE PAVEMENT.
3. 13 mm (1/2”) CHAMFER ALL AROUND EACH END (EXPOSED SURFACES)
4. REBAR SIZE AND SPACING T.B.D. BASED ON OWNER’S SPECIFICATIONS

PRECAST TRAFFIC BARRIER SECTION

SCALE: 3/4” = 1’- 0”

IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT DIMENSIONS:
Dimensions used in this document are for illustrative purposes only and may vary slightly from precise design or fabrication dimensions due to English/Metric conversion or due to simplification
appropriate to the guideline character of this manual. When required for design, precise dimensions (each project uses either English or Metric) should be obtained from contract plans or directly
from The Reinforced Earth Company. RECo reserves the right to change the dimensions of fabricated materials as needed.